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the- teet4-T here he understands ... even though ... facing toward a- one

and facing toward another... of course in Genesis 3 it says God said this,

God said this//,/these two groups are spoken of in contrast with verse one.

hert4-verse- So, this whole chapter is dealing with the servant of the Lord.

But we noticed in the vey first verse that it deals with two groups of se4- servants

of the Lord, one that is spoken of the desolate one, and -on the one that is

spoken of the married wife. These are the two groups that are spoken of in

contrast. in verse one. Then in many of these verses we look at the true

believer regardless of background. In a way you might say that we look at

the true believer regardless of the background. In a way you might say at the

true believer regardless of the background. You might say that you think of the
as

speaker of the 54/acing two or three people and you could look at one of them

Now we can think of him ... in chapter one as facing the true believer1 for

the Jews and the true believers and ... are identical. Then they two are thought

of together as the oliver tree. The tree of the witness of God... lI who are

saved in Christ, Jews or Gentiles, but there are certainty ... it seems quite- different.

chapter one ... f the Gentilea' believers ... then there are other cases where

they are thinking of the Jewish belieØf, e- thinking of those that are

people set apart-.-.-.- on account of their sin; yet, there theywere sent to the exile...

the specific events.., they think of these factors very specifical1r. So, we

have to think of certain passages,,, there are other cases where the Jewish...

those people whom he set apart on account of their
sinsyet they were sent

into exile.., so we have to think of these things in terms of certain verse-s...
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